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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field M of characteristic p 
(>O) and G a finite subgroup of GL(V). Then G acts naturally on the 
symmetric algebra K[ I’] of V. We denote by K[ V]” the subring of M[ V] 
consisting of all invariant polynomials under this action of G. Clearly K[ Y]’ 
contains n, but not it + 1 homogeneous polynomials which are algebraically 
independent over K. We now consider 
Problem 1.1. When is K[ V]” a polynomial ring? 
The following theorem was obtained by Coxeter [7] and Shephard and 
Todd [ 17] with some additional hypothesis. 
THEOREMS 1.2 (CHEVALLEY~ERRE, cf. [4, 5: 161). Suppose that p = 0 
or (1 Gl,p) = 1. Then K[ V]’ is a polynomial ring z&f and only zJ~ G is 
generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V) (an element o of GL(V) is said to 
be a pseudo-reflection ifrank(a - 1) & 1). 
We suppose that the order of G is divisible by p > 0. IJsing purity of 
branch loci (cf. [ 12]), S erre gave a necessary condition for K] V]” to be a 
polynomial ring as follows. 
THEOREM 1.3 (SERRE, cf. [4, 161). uK[ V]” is a ~o~y~o~iQ1 ring, then 
G is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V). 
owever, the converse of (1.3) is not always true. For example [ V] On{ IF,/) 
(n > 4,p odd) are not polynomial rings, where O,(F,,) denote orthogonal 
subgroups of GL(V) of dimension n defined over the subfield FF,, of M 
consisting of pf elements, although these groups are generated by reflections. 
The study of (1. I), which relates to the classification theory of irreducible 
primitive groups generated by pseudo-reflections in arbitrary characteristic 
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(see [6], in the case where the base field is the complex number field), also 
plays an important role in the computation of Brauer groups of polynomial 
rings over finite fields (e.g., [lo]). So, in [ 13, 141 we studied (1.1) for 
irreducible and abelian groups, respectively. It should be noted that invariant 
theory of modular representations of finite groups is very delicate and 
complicated. In fact we have not obtained sufficient results for the 
computation of invariants even if G is a cyclic p-group (see [ 11; for instance, 
we can not construct a minimal system of generators of the algebra of 
invariants). 
Now we assume that K is the prime field of characteristic p > 0. For a p- 
group G, (1.1) has been discussed only by Bertin [2], and she has shown 
that if G is a p-Sylow subgroup of GL(v) then K[ I’]” is a polynomial ring. 
The purpose of this paper is to determine nilpotent groups G completely such 
that K[V]’ are polynomial rings. Our main result, which has partially been 
announced in [ 151, is 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that G is the direct product of a p-subgroup N 
and a p’subgroup H (i.e., (I Hl,p) = 1) of G. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) K[ V]” is a polynomial ring over K. 
(2) H is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V) and there is a K- 
basis {Xi\ l<i<n} of V such that flrzllNXil=lNl and all Q{=,KXi 
(1 <j < n) are KN-submodules of V. 
In Section 2 we give auxiliary results which are used in the proof of this 
theorem. In Section 3 the above result is reduced to the case where G is a p- 
group, and, in this case it is proved in Section 4 and Section 5. We emphasize 
that the result of [ 141 is fundamental in the last two sections. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We will state remarks and elementary lemmas, although some of them 
seem to be well known. 
Notation 2.1. Let us define the general notation which is frequently used 
in this paper: 
(2.1.1) IN is defined to be the set of all non-negative integers. 
(2.1.2) For a field K, let K be the algebraic closure of K. 
(2.1.3) If o: X-t Y is a map and 2 is a subset of X, cr jz means the 
restriction of 0 to Z. For a set A4 of some maps 0: X-t Y, we put 
M Iz = {a Iz I fJ E w- 
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(21.4) jX( denotes the cardinality of the set X 
(21.5) For sets X and Y, X\ Y is defined to be the difference set 
{xEX/x@ Y}. 
.6) If A and B are subsets of a group G, we put 
AB = {ab / a E A, 6 E B}. 
(2.1.7) For a subset A = {f,,...,f,} of a m~lti~l~~ative abeiian 
semigroup R, 
nx 
XCA 
denotes the product nrEIA in R. 
(2.1.8) If a group G acts on a set X5 for x E X and YGX, we 
put X”={xEX/u(x)=x for all oEG}, Gx={a(.~)1oEGj, G,T= 
{o E G / o(x) = x} and 
G,= (-) G,. 
P E Y 
Especially if X is an additive group, for x E X: CJ E G and A 5 6, we set 
(a- 1)x = 0(x)-x, (a- 1)X= {(a- l)xlxEX} and (A - 1)x = 
{(a - 1) x / u E A }. Similarly (1 - O) x, (1 - a) X and (1 -A) x are defined. 
(2.1.9) To define notation we suppose that R is a commutative ring 
and S is a subring of R. (R) denotes the quotient ring of 
A = {f, ,..., f,) is a subset o P R, RA (or (f, ,..., ) means the ideal 
generated by A. Moreover we denote by S[ 
S[{& 1 1 < I < IZ}]) the S-subalgebra of R generated by 
W and f E R, fmod a denotes the canonical image off i 
(2.1.10) If V is a finite-dimensional vector space over a field K, K[ V] 
denotes the symmetric algebra of V. For a subset X of GL(V), 3$(X) is 
defined to be the set consisting of all pseudo-reflections in GL(V) w 
contained in X. if a group G acts K-linearly on V> for a K-subspace 
we put G(V3 W) = {a E G 1 a(W) = W and the induced action of a 
is trivial}. In the case where G is a finite subgroup of GL(V), G( V, W) is 
exactly the inertia group of the prime ideal K[ V] W under the natural action 
of G on K[ Vi. Clearly G(V, W) is a normal subgroup of G, if W is a KG- 
~~lhodule of v. 
(2.1.11) For Ii N, JZ N and elements cbii ((i,j) E 1 X J) of a set, 
(ai,j / (i>j) E 1 x J) means the matrix 
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which satisfies i(1) < i(2) < ..., j(1) <j(2) < sV1, I= {i(l),i(2), .e.} and 
J= {AlM(2), ..-I, h w ere the order “c” is the usual one of IN. 
Throughout this paper we assume that “rings” are commutative rings with 
identity and “graded rings” are graded by the additive monoid N. 
For a graded ring A and i E N, Ai, whose elements are known as 
homogeneous (or graded) elements, denotes the ith graded part of A, and the 
degree of a non-zero elementf of Ai, which is denoted by degf, is defined to 
be i. We say that a graded ring A = @i>O Ai is defined over a field K if 
A, = K and A is finitely generated over K. 
LEMMA 2.2 (NAKAYAMA'S LEMMA). Let a be a graded (or 
homogeneous) ideal of a graded algebra A defined over aJield K and let A+ 
be the homogeneous maximal ideal ofA. 
(1) Suppose that fi E a (1 < i < d) are homogeneous elements. Then 
{fi 1 1 < i < d} is a minimal system of generators of a as an ideal of A if and 
only if {fi mod A+ a 1 1 < i < d} is a K-basis of a/A+ a. 
(2) Suppose that {A 1 1 < i < d} and { gi ) 1 < i < d’} are, respectively, 
minimal systems of homogeneous generators of a as an ideal of A. Then 
d = d’ and (deg f, ,..., deg fd) = (deg g,(,, ,..., deg g,& for a permutation 71 on 
(l,..., d). 
(3) Preserve the notation of (2) Furthermore, let s be any element of 
{degfi] 1 < i<d} and put I(s)= {i\ 1 < i<d, degfi=s} and J(s)= 
{j ( 1 <j < d’, deg gj = s}, respectively. Then there is a non-singular K-linear 
transformation o on the K-subspace 
@ 4T.T. 
ieI(s) 
of A, such that 
u(A) =g,v) + C Fijgj 
deggj<s 
(i E I(s)) 
where z is a bijection I(s) + J(s) and F, are homogeneous elements of A. 
Proof. (1) is well known as the graded version of Nakayama’s lemma, 
and (2) and (3) follow from (l), since a/A+ a is a graded vector space over 
K. 
COROLLARY 2.3 (e.g., [ 161). Suppose that A is a graded algebra defined 
over afield K. Then the embedding dimension of A as a K-algebra is exactly 
dim,A+/A:, where A, is the homogeneous maximal ideal of A. Especially 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(1) A is a regular ring. 
(2) A*+ is a regular local ring. 
(3) A is a graded polynomial algebra over K. 
(4) For an extensionJeld L of K, L Be A is a poly~om~~i r ng over L. 
Remark 2.4. Suppose that B is a finitely generated graded subalgebra of 
a graded algebra A defined over a field M. Iffi E (1 < i ,< m) are members 
QF a minimal system of homogeneous generators A as a R-algebra, they 
belong also to a minimal system of generators o 
LEMMA 2.5 (e.g., [4, 18, 191). Let Ai (i = 1, 2) be ~-dimensional graded 
polynomial algebras K[X,, ,..., X,,] over a field K where X, (1 <j < n) are 
graded elements in Ai. Suppose that A, is contained in A, as a graded 
subalgebra. Then: 
(1) illszl degX,jG ITj”-_, degX*j. 
(2) A, =A, ifand only ifJJTzl degX,j= 
(3) If A i = A,, then (deg X,, ,..., deg X,,) 
for some permutation 71 on {I,..., n}. 
(4) If A, is integral over A,, then the dimension [ 
,> as a vector space over 9-(A,) is equal to 
ProoJ: We may assume that deg Xi, < deg Xi, < .*. ,< deg Xi, (E’ = 1,2). 
Clearly we have deg X,j < deg Xzj (1 <j < n) and the statements (I), (2) and 
(3) follow from these inequalities. We now suppose that A 1 is integral over 
A,. Then A, is a finitely generated graded free A,-module (see [ 12, (25.16)], 
* the local case), and hence we have rank,*d, = nJLl degXzj/ 
J-L1 degXlj= @4~A,~:p(~2)I. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be an n-dimensioai graded polynomial algebra 
deJined over a field K and let B be a d-dimensional ~oet~eria~? graded 
subalgebra of A. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A is Q polynomial ring over B. 
(2) There are homogeneous elements fi (1 < i < n) in A such that 
B 3J;. (1 < i< d) and A = K[f,,...,f,]. (Iti this case, B is a ~o~y~orn~a~ ring 
over K and = w-1 ,...,fd].) 
Pro (1) + (2) The condition (1) implies that is a regular ring. 
Thus is a graded polynomial algebra over K (cf. (2.3)) and (2) follows 
immediately from this. 
(2) * (1) This implication is evident. Furthermore we have already 
shown in the proof of (1) + (2) that B is a polynomial ring. Therefore 
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B=K[g , ,..., gd] for some homogeneous elements gi (1 < i < d) of B and 
A =K[g 1 ,..., g,, d+l ,..., f,] = K[f, ,..., f,]. f It follows from (2.5) that 
JJf=‘=, deg gi = flf= r degf, and hence, by (2.5), we have B = K[ g, ,..., gd] = 
K[fl ,...JJ. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that A and B are graded algebras defined over a 
field K and B is contained in A as a graded subalgebra. Let a be a 
homogeneous ideal of A and let fi (1 < i < m) be homogeneous elements of B 
such that {fi mod a ~7 B 1 1 < i < m} is a part of a minimal system of 
homogeneous generators of Bja ~7 B as a graded K-algebra. If Ai G B 
(1 < i < n) and degJ;. < n (1 < i < m) for some natural number n, then 
{fimoda] l<i<m} is contained in a minimal system of homogeneous 
generators of Ala as a graded K-algebra. 
Proof Assume that (2.7) is false. Then the canonical images of fi 
(1 <i< m) in A+/a/(A+/a)* zA+/A: + a are not linearly independent 
over K, where A+ denotes the homogeneous maximal ideal (cf. (2.2)). Since 
fi (1 < i < m) are homogeneous, exchanging indices of J;:, we may suppose 
that .I”, + a2f2 + .-.+a,f,EAt +a for some aiEK (2<i<m). 
Furthermore the condition that A i & B (1 = i < n) implies f, + a, f2 + ..a + 
a,.f,EB: +a. Because fr + a2 f2 + ... + a, f, E B, it belongs to 
B: +anB. This conflicts with the assumption that 
{fi mod a n B / 1 < i < m ) is a part of a minimal system of homogeneous 
generators of B/a n B as a graded K-algebra. Thus the proof of (2.7) is com- 
pleted. 
LEMMA 2.8 (e.g., [3, 121). Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of 
a ring A and let H be the inertia group of a prime ideal p of A under the 
natural action of G (i.e., H = {a E G 1 (a - 1) A s p}). If p is G-stable, then 
H is a normal subgroup of G and G/H acts faithfully on AHIpH. 
Proof. The first assertion is trivial and so we will show only the second 
assertion. Let p be the characteristic of A/p and H’ ap-Sylow subgroup of H 
if p > 0, and put H’ = { 1} if p = 0. Furthermore we denote by {a, ,..., G’,} a 
complete system of right coset representatives of H’ in H. For f E A, putting 
p(f)= 2 ui (II i(f))3 
i=l TEH 
we see that p(f) E AH and 
p(f) E mf IH’I mod p. 
Assume that there is an element y in G\H which acts trivially on AH/pH. 
Since G/H acts faithfully on A/p, we have (,u - 1) g g p for some g EA. 
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Then 
2.59 
= n@” mod p 
which is a contradiction. Thus G/H acts faithftiliy on A”/pn. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field 
and o a pseudo-reflection of GL( V). Let U and W be o-stable subspaces of V. 
Suppose that (a - 1) US LJn W and o does not act trivially on LJ. Then CT 
acts on V/W trivially. 
Proof. Since (o- 1) V= KZ for some Z E V and (0 - %)U# 0; % 
belongs to U. Moreover, because o acts trivial%y on U/ilvn W, we see that 
Z E iIJn W and hence the assertion of this lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let G be a finite group and let V be a ~~n~te-dime~s~o~a~ 
KG-module, where K is a field. Let W be a KG-s~bmo~~ie of V and put 
d = dim V/W. Suppose that there are homogeneous ~oly~omia~s~ (I. < i < d) 
such that K[ V]” = K[ W]“[fi ,..., fd]~ Then K[ VI”” is a poiy~~mia~ ring and 
[V]““=K[W]]far...,fd] ( recall that G, is the stabilizer of G at 
Proof: Since 
2 
K[ V]) is a finite Galois extension of 
Galois group G/ y and K] W] [ f, ,..., f,] 2 K] V]an there is a 
G which satisfies $K[ V])H (= 
K[ V]” 2 K[ W] [fi ,...&I and K( ;: 
K[ VI”>> = flK[ W] !A 9. 
u is integral over K[ WJ[fIY.~~,fd]C The 
regular ring K[ W] [f, ,...&I is integrally closed, and hence we hav 
K[ W] (fE,...,fd] = K[ V]“. Of course H is a subgroup of G, an 
&EK[V]~SK[V]~@ (I<i<d). Thus KIW]IS,,,..,S,I~KKjVIG”~KiYIR, 
which implies that 6, = N and K[ VIGw is polynomial ring over K. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let V be a Fnite-dimensional vector space over a field K 
and G a finite subgroup of GL( V). Let W be a K~-submod~~e of V such that 
V/W is a trivial KG-module (i.e., G acts trivially opz V/ 
(I ) There is a transitive action of the additive group 2%: OK V/ -- 
the set of closed points of the support of the K(K OK V]-moduk -- 
OK V]/K[K OK V] I?@, W which commutes with the natural action 
of 6. 
(2) (K[ V]“(“,“‘/(K[ V] U)G(YSU))G’G(VqC) is a ~o~y~omia~ ring for any 
KG-subm~d~le U of W with dim W/U< 1, 
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ProoJ: (1) Let us choose a K-basis {Xi ] 1 < i < m} of V such that 
W= @f=‘=, KX, and, for a = (a, ,..., u,+~) E I?‘-d, define tn, to be the -- 
maximal ideal (X, ,..., X,, X,, I - a, ,..., X, - amPd) K[K OK V], where 
m = dim V and d = dim W. Furthermore we define a K-algebra -- -- 
automorphism ~0.: K[K OK V] --t K[K 6~~ V] by 
@Axi> = 
xi (1 < i < d) 
Xi - ai-d (d < i < m). 
Then, since G acts trivially on V/W, CD, is a KG-homomorphism such that -- 
~.&m OK VI + > = 
-- -- 
-- m, and @&K[K OK V] I? OK W) = K[K_O,V] g OK W, 
where K[K OK V] + is the homogeneous maximal ideal of K[K OK V]. The 
assertion follows from this. 
-- 
(2) SinceKO,(K[V]G’V,U’/(K[V]U)G(V,U))G’G(Y,U)~(K[KOKV]G(V,u)/ -- 
(K[K OK V] K OK u)G(~J))G’G(~JJ) as graded K-algebras, by (2.3) we may 
assume that K is algebraically closed. Then it follows from (1) that 
K[ V]G(VJy(K[ V] u)G(v,u) is regular, because this ring is an affine integral 
domain over an algebraically closed field and singular loci of affine integral 
domains over fields are proper closed subsets of their spectra 
(cf. [ 11, Section 321). Thus K[ V]G(Y3U)/(K[ V] U)Go’,U) is a polynomial ring 
over K (cf. (2.3)). M oreover, according to (l), we can show that 
((~(T/]G’W”/(~[V] ~GW,U))GIGW',U))m, 
E ((K[ v]GW’.U)/K[ v] qW’,U))G/GW,U))m2 
for any maximal ideals mi (i = 1,2) which contain the prime ideal 
(W[Vl wG’V3”‘IwwI u> G(Y~U))G’G(Y~U) of height not exceeding one. On the 
other hand (K[V]G’Y3U’/(K[V] U)G(Yqu))G’G(V7U) is an affine normal domain, 
and hence for any prime ideal p of height not exceeding one there is a 
maximal ideal m such that m 2 p and (K[ V]G(V*u)/(K[ V] U)G(v~“))G~G(v~U) is 
regular at m. Therefore (2) follows from the above observation and (2.3). 
LEMMA 2.12. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field K 
and G a Jinite subgroup of GL(V). Let H be the inertia group of a prime 
ideal p of K( V] under the natural action of G. If K[ V]” is a polynomial ring, 
then K[ V]” is also a polynomial ring. 
Proof. It suffkes to treat the case where p is generated by a subspace W 
and we may suppose that K is algebraically closed. Since H is the inertia 
group of p, $’ is unramified over p nKIVIG (e.g., [ 12, (41.2)]). Hence 
K[ V]$, is a regular local ring. On the other hand, using (1) of (2.1 l), we see 
that K[ VIZ, g K[ VI:, f or maximal ideals m, (i = 1,2) of KIVIH which 
contain pH. Thus K[ V]y$vIVjH is a regular local ring and, by (2.3), K[ VIH is 
a polynomial ring. 
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hxviM.4 2.13. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over afl@l 
and G a finite subgroup of GL(V). Let H denote the normal ~~~gr~~~ 
G(V, W) of G, where W is a KG-submodule of V. Then the ~o~l~w~?~~ 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) K( V]” is a polynomial ring over K. 
(2) K[ V]” and K[ V]“/(K[ V] W)” are polynomial rings over 
[V] W)” is generated by (K[V] W)” as an ideal ofKIVjH. 
(KYV] H 
conditions 
;v, wyyH. 
are satisfied, then K[ V]“/(K[ V] W)” = 
ProoJ: (I)* (2) By (2.12) we have already shown that X[ VI” is 8 
~oiy~omial ring, and hence, from (1) and [ 12, (25. 
ee K[ VI’-module of rank [G: W]. Since 
WY Vl”lWl VI WH>G’H (e.g., I3 I>, 
mTI(wl WC> OKIVl~,(K,Y]W)G~I~lNl~~I~l W” 
[ VIH/(K[ V] W)H)G’H K[ V]~/(K[ V] W)” 
[ VIHI(K[ VI WH>, 
and therefore the kernel of the canonical epimorphism 
GfvlH~wlHI(Jwl W” 1s torsion-free. This implies 
V] W)” = KIVIH/(KIV] W)GK[V]w and (K[ Y] W)” = 
(K[ V] W)” KIVIN, because K[VJH/(K[V] W)6 K[ YIN is a free 
K[ VjG/(K[ V] W)G-module. On the other hand by (2) of (2.11) we see that 
~[Vl~/~~[Vl W” is a polynomial ring over K. Consequently it foIlows 
from [I P, (21.D)] and (2.3) that K[VJG/(K[V] W)” is a polynomial ring 
over K. 
(2) 3 (1) Since yW1 Vl”l(Ki VI W”> = (Wi vx~I VI W”>“‘“) 
and K[VJG/(K[V] W)” is integrally closed, we ve K[ Vj”/(K[V] iv)” = 
(K[ Vjn/(K.iV] W)H)G’N. K[ VIH/(K[ V] vH an K[VjG/(K[ V] W)” are 
polynomial rings over K, and hence K[ V]“/(K[V] W)” is a graded free 
K[ V]“/(K[ V] W’)G-module (cf. [ 12, (25.16)]) of rank W] (Cf& (2.8)). Let 
us choose homogeneous polynomials gi (1 < i < [G: from K[V]” such 
thae { gi mod(K[V] W)” j 1 < i < [G: H] 1 is a basis of K[ V]“/(K[ 
over K[ V]‘/(K[ V] W)‘. Then from the condition that (K[YJ 
K[ V]“(K[ V] W)” we must have 
[G:N] 
KiV]H=K[V]H(K[V] W)“+ c K[V]‘gi. 
i=! 
By Nakayama’s lemma K[ V]” is a graded free KiV]‘-module and so 
is a polynomial ring over K (cf. [ 11, (2 l.D])- 
The last assertion of this lemma is shown in the proof of (2) =P (I). 
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LEMMA 2.14. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field K 
and G a finite subgroup of GL(V). Let W and U be KG-submodules of V. 
Suppose that K[ V]” is a polynomial ring over K and K[ V]” is also a 
polynomial ring over K [ W] ‘. Then we have G( W, W n IJ) 1 w = G( V, U) lw. 
Proof By (2.6) we can choose homogeneous polynomials fi (1 < i < n) 
from K[V] such that K[W]‘= K[f,,...,f,] and K[V]‘= K[f,,...,f,], where 
n = dim V and d = dim W. Hence K[ W]G(W,wnu) is also a polynomial ring 
(cf. (2.12)), i.e. K[ W]G(W*WnV) = K[h I ,..., hd] for some homogeneous 
polynomials hi (1 < i < d) of K[ W]. Since K[h,,..., h,,f,,. l,=..,f,] 2 K[V]‘, 
WV1 ‘w,~~“) is integral over the subalgebra K[h, ,..., h,, fd+, ,...,f,] which 
is integrally closed. Moreover, by (4) of (2.5), we see that K[V]G’W’W n”) 
and K[h, ,..., h,,f,+ 1 ,..., f,] have the common quotient field, because 
[p(K[ VI G(wywnu)): p(K[V]“)] = [G: G(W, Wn u)] 
= [Gl,:WK Wnu)l,l 
= [p(K[ W]G’W,Wn”‘): $K[ WI”)] 
= fi d%f/fi deg 4. 
i=l 
Therefore we must have K[ V]Gcw,wnu’ = K[h, ,...) hd,fd+, ,...&I and 
G( W, W n U) is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL( V) (cf. (1.3)). On the 
other hand (2.9) implies that all cr E Y”,(G( W, W n U)) with c IW f 1 W are 
contained in G( V, U). Hence we see that G( W, Wn U) lw = G( V, U) jw, 
since G( V, U) z G( W, W n U). 
3. REDUCTION TO THE CASE OF UNIPOTENT GROUPS 
In this section V denotes a finite-dimensional vector space over a field K 
of characteristic p > 0 and G denotes a finite subgroup of GL(V). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that V = V, @ V, as KG-modules for some 
KG-submodules Vi (i = 1,2) of V. If G is generated by pseudo-reflections in
GL(V), then there are subgroups Gi (i = 1,2) of G such that V% = Vi (i #j) 
and G = G, x G,. Moreover each G, is naturally regarded as a subgroup of 
GL( Vi) which is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL( Vi). 
Since (3.1) seems to be well known, we omit the proof of this proposition 
(see [S, (2.7)] in the case of p = 0). 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that G = H X N for subgroups H and N with 
(]H],p) = 1. Furthermore suppose that V is indecomposable as a natural 
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K6-modale and W is generated by ~se~do-~e~e~t~o~s in GL(V). If W is ar~ 
irreducible proper KG-submodule of V2 then WS V”. 
ProoJ Since V is completely reducible as a K module, there is a 
submoduie W’ of V such that V= W @ W’ as modules. Using (3.1), we 
see that I-p= H, x H, for some subgroups i (i = 1, 2) which satisfy 
V”~ 2 W’ and VHZ z IV. Because the natural monom~rpb~sm W-, V is not 
split as a KG-homomorphism, we can choose x E W’ and o E G such that 
o(x) ==y f z for an element y E W’ and a nonzero element z E F% H, is a 
normal subgroup of G, and hence VHl is a KG-submodu~e of !? Conse- 
quently we have O(X) E ?@I which implies z E WHi. Then it follows that -i j 
(= WH) = W, since WH 1 is a nonzero KG-submodule of the irreducible KG- 
module X Thus the proof of (3.2) is completed. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that G = H x Nfor subgroups N and N of G 
1,~) = 1 and N is a p-group. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(I) K[ V]” is a polynomial ring over K. 
(2) K[ V]” is a polynomial ring over K and N is generated by pseudo- 
reflections. 
ence our main result (1.4) is reduced to the case where G is a p-group. 
To show this proposition we need the following lemma. 
&EMMA 3.4. Under the notation of (3.3), furthermore we suppose that G 
is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL( V). If W is an irreducible KG- 
sabmod~~e of V such that VG 2 W, then VN 2 Wand W is KG-isomorphic to 
a direct summand of V as a KG-submodule. 
BrooJ Clearly the assumption on orders of H and N implies that 
p(G) = p(H) x p(N) for any K-linear representation p: G + GL,(K) of 
Moreover it should be noted that H and N are generated 
reflections in GL(V). Usng (3.1) we may assume that the natura 
V is indecomposable. If W is a proper submodule of V, then 
hence W is an irreducible KN-module, which requires that VG 2 W. 
Therefore W = V, i.e., V is KG-irreducible. Since N is normal in G and V/” is 
a nonzero KG-submodule of V, we must have Pv = V. Thus this lemma is 
proved. 
Proof of (3.3). (2) + (1) Clearly elements of G/N (E 
graduation of K[ V]” induced from K[ V]. For each CJ of $(H)\{ I} there is a 
homogeneous prime ideal p of K[ Y] of height one such that 
(cr - 1) K[ V] & p, Since K[ V]” n p is a homogeneous prime ideal of K[V]” 
of height one and K[ V] h’ is a unique factorization domain, (a - 1) K[ V]lV C 
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K[V]%p=K[V]Nff or some homogeneous polynomial f of K[ VI”. Hence 
G/N is generated by generalized reflections in AutK..J,K[V]‘“) (see [9] for 
definition of generalized reflections of graded algebras). Then it is well 
known that K[ V]” is a finitely generated graded free module over K[ V]” (cf. 
19, Proposition 16]), and therefore K]V]” is a polynomial ring over K (cf. 
[ 11, (21.D)]), because K( V]” is a polynomial ring. 
(1) + (2) The condition (1) implies that G is generated by pseudo- 
reflections in GL(v) (cf. (1.3)) an so H and N are, respectively, generated d 
by pseudo-reflections in GL(V). If V” = V, the assertion (2) is trivial. 
Therefore we assume VN # V. Let Vi (1 < i < n) be indecomposable KG- 
submodules of 1’ such that V = Vi 0 .. . @ V,. Then Vt f Vjo for some 
index 1 < i, < n. Let IV, be an irreducible KG-submodule of Vi,. If 
q0 & IV,,, then it follows from (3.4) that W, is regarded as a direct 
summand of Vi0 as a KG-submodule and Wt = W,. Since Vi0 is indecom- 
posable, the condition that q0 2 W,, conflicts with V[# Vi,. Therefore 
W, & f10 and dim W, = 1. If (V/W,)” = V/W, , we have G( V, W,,) 1 N, and 
furthermore G(V, W,,) = N, because G( V, W,) is a p-group. So, in this case, 
applying (2.12), we see that K[ V]” is a polynomial ring over K. Conse- 
quently we may assume that (V/WJN # V/W,,. Let p: G + GL(V/ W,) be 
the representation of G associated to the natural KG-module V/W,,. Then 
p(G) is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V/W,,) and 
p(G) =p(H) x p(N). Thus, we similarly choose a KG-submodule W(l) of 
V/W,, such that dim W (‘) = 1 and WC’) E (V/W,)“. Let W, be the inverse 
image of W(l) under the canonical homomorphism V/-t V/W,, . If 
(V/ W,)N = V/W,, then G( V, W,) 2 N. Moreover, since G lWi is a p-group, 
we must have G(V, W,) = N and hence K[ V]” is a polynomial ring 
(cf. (2.12)). If necessary, we assume that (V/ W,)N # V/W, and continue this 
procedure. Because V is finite dimensional, we get G(V, Wj) = N for some 
natural number i, and therefore K[ V]” is a polynomial ring. 
Remark 3.5. Let us consider a general finite subgroup G of GL(V) and 
any p-Sylow subgroup H of G. Then, if K[ V]” is a polynomial ring, KIVIH 
is not always a polynomial ring and moreover H is not always generated by 
pseudo-reflections in GL( V). 
4. UNIPOTENT GROUPS, I (GENERAL REMARKS) 
In Sections 4 and 5 the common notation shall be used. Hereafter we 
assume that K is the prime field F, of characteristic p > 0 and V is an it- 
dimensional vector space over K. Always R denotes the symmetric algebra 
of V over K. 
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~~OPQSI~ION 4.1. Let {Xi / 1 < i < n} be a K-basis of V and G a p- 
subgroup of GL(V). Suppose that all @{= 1 KXi (1 <<J < n> are KG- 
s~bmodu~es of V. Then the following conditions are e~~~v~~e~~: 
(1). II:=1 lGx,l= IGI. 
(2) ;~=,lGXil<lGl. 
(3) ere exist subgroups Gi (1 < i < n) of G such that G,Xj = {Xj/ 
;=I IGci,XjI = /Gti,/ (1 <i < n), where each GCi, (I <i < n> 
denotes the stabilizer G,, ,,.,,, xi, of G at (X, ,... 4 Xi}. 
(5) Putting 
we have RG = K[ g, ,..., g,]. 
(6) There exist homogeneous polynomials A E K[X, 9..., Xi] (I < i < R) 
such that G = KLf, ,...,f,l an d each fi is divisible by Xi in R. 
If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, then under the above notation 
we have: 
(a) G,,) = 6, ... Gi,,Gj+ 1 (1 < i < n) and especially G = G, 1j = 
GnG,,pl ... G,. 
(b) (G - 1) Xi (1 < i < n) are K-subspaces of V. 
cc> g, (1 Q i < n) can be expressed as 
si- 1 
gi zzz xrsi + c gijxy 
j=O 
for some homogeneous polynomials g, of K/(G - I) Xi] (EK[X, ).~., Xi_ 1 ])? 
where si = log, j GXi /. 
ProoJ The implications (5) 3 (I) + (2), (3) + (2) and (5) + (6) are 
obvious. Since G does not have non-trivial linear characters in K, we have 
GcI, = G and hence (4) implies (1). So it suffices to show (2)s (5), 
(3) => (4) and (6) 3 (3). 
(2) 3 (5) Put A = K[ g, ,...) g,] and suppose that Xi (1 < i < m) are 
integral over A for some 1 < m < n, where gi denote ~Qrn~ge~~5u3 
polynomials defined in (5). Clearly g, can be expressed as 
Pm-1 
g* = x”,“” + zl Smjxi, 
for some homogeneous polynomials g, in [Xi1 l<i<m] and s,EL. 
Hence X, is integral over A [Xi / 1 < i < m] and is also integral over A. 
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Inductively we see that R is an integral extension over A. Since A is a graded 
subalgebra of R, it follows from (4) of (2.5) that [p(R): $A)] = nl= 1 deg gi. 
On the other hand RG contains A, and from (2) we conclude that RG and A 
have the common quotient field. Therefore we have RG = A, because RG is 
integral over the integrally closed domain A. 
(3) + (4) For any o E G, we can choose elements ui from Gi such that 
0(X,) = oi(Xi) (1 < i < n). Since all @{=, KX, (1 <j < n) are KG- 
submodules of I’, we must have 0(X,) = (J,(s,~ i .. . oi(X,) (1 < i < n) and 
hence G=G,G,-,... G,. Then it follows from this equality that 
G(i) = GnGn-1 . . . Gi+ i (1 < i < n). Thus, for each 1 < i < n, we get 
Gci, Xj = 
I 
xj (1 <.i< 9 
GjXj (i Cj< n), 
which implies 
fi IGci,xjI= fi IGjxjI 
j=l j=i+l 
(6) * (3) By Galois theory we can choose a family {H, I 1 < u < n} of 
subgroups of G such that RHU=KIXi/l~i(u][fjIu~j~n]. Since 
H, = H, = G, we need to show, by the descending induction on u, that, for 
some subgroup G, of H,, GuXj = {Xj} (j # U) and G,X, = H,X, (u < i < n), 
where G, (U < i < n) are defined by the induction hypothesis. If u = n, put 
G, = H, and then the assertion is obvious. So we treat the general case. 
For all 1 < i < n, set 
hi= n x. 
HiXj3X 
Then K[Xj I 1 <j < ilHf = K[Xj 1 1 <j < i] [hi] and hence, from the definition 
of Hi, we have K[Xj / 1 <j < i][fi] = K[Xj I 1 <j < i] [hi]. Because fi is 
divisible by Xi in R, this implies that& = aihi for some units ai in K and SO 
we may assume J;: = hi (1 < i < n). 
Clearly each (Hi - 1) Xi is a K-subspace of @::f KX; of dimension 
s(i) = log, I H,X,I, since K is the prime field of characteristic p > 0 and Hi 
acts trivially on @j;: KXj. Let { Yj 11 <j < s(i)} be a K-basis of (Hi - 1) Xi 
and choose elements rj (1 <j < s(i)) from Hi which satisfy (rj - 1) Xi = Yj. 
Putting Fi(Xi) = Xf - Y’-‘Xi, we inductively define 
~j+l(Xi) =~j(Xi)p-~j(Yj+,)p-l I;j(Xi) U < s(i)>. 
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Then, for the subgroup Li of H, generated by {rj 1 1 <j Q s(i)], we ha.ve 
which requires irSCi,(XJ = hi =A. Therefore each fi (1 < i < n) can be 
expressed as 
for SOITlle homogeneous polynomials fij in K[ (Hi - I) Xi] 
(zK[X, j 1 < k < i]), where s(i) = log, degA, 
According to (1.3), it is known that H, is generated by pseudo-reflections 
in GE(V), and so there are pseudo-reflections (1 < i < s(u)) such 
G,X, =H,X,, where G, is the subgroup of u generated by the set 
(oi 1 1 < i < s(u)}. Since degf, = iW,X,i and (ui - 1) V (1 < i < s(u)) are 
contained in 0,“;: KX,, using (4) of (2.59, we have 
fi degJ;,= FLI lG,X,l 
i=u 
= jG,G,-, ... G,/, 
which implies H, = G, G, _ 1 .. . G, . 
Let us fix an index v < n such that v > U. We assume that GUXj= {Xi, 
(M <j < u) if v > u + 1 and will prove that the orbit G,X, is contained in 
GX,,. First we treat the case where r(X,) 65 Oii, K-Xi (this sum means 
@itz(l<j<nij+u) KX,) for some r E G,. Since (oi - I) V& V”“, clearly 
pi = o,zaI:’ (I < i < s(u)) belong to G, and 
~-“~j(x,)=z-‘(~i-l)x,,)+x,.+(1-~5)x, 
= z-I(q((z - l)(o;‘(x,)))) ix, + (I - z>Xz, 
=z-“(a,((z-l>x,>)+xc+(l-Z-) 
=Ui((z-liX~:)+XU+(l-Z>Xl~ 
=(ui- 1)((2- 1)X,)+X,. 
Hence from the equality G,X, = {Xj](u <j < U) we see that, for 1 ,< i ,< s(u). 
(r-lpi - 1) X, is a product of (ai - 1) X, and a unit of K in the K-space V, 
Because oi are pseudo-reflections, this implies that all o&X,) belong to 
G,X,. Next we suppose that G,X, is contained in OilUKXi, and thenfOi 
48 I m/2-2 
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(O<j<ss(v)- 1) are polynomials in K[X, j 1 < i < v, i # u]. Since Xi 
(1 < i < U, if U) are invariants of G,, for 1 < i < s(u) we get 
S(U)-1 
((1 - uJxv)ps~“) + c f”j((1 - aJXJ~ = 0. 
j=O 
Therefore f, is divisible by oi(XU) in K(XI,..., X,-,)[X,]. We have already 
shown that 
u= h”) = n x, 
GrXU3X 
which requires G,X, 3 oi(XU) (1 < i < S(U)) and G,X, 1 G,X,. 
Choose ai (1 < i < S(U)) from G, such that S,(X,) = 0,(X,). Then 6;‘0, 
are pseudo-reflections in H, and 
s;‘o,(xj) = I 
OiCxj> if j=z4 or v<j<n 
xj otherwise, 
because (oi - 1) VE VHu and VGo 3 X, for k # U. Exchanging the set 
{ai 1 1 <i< S(U)} inductively, we may assume that G,Xj= {Xj} if j+ U. 
Hence, for u < i < n we see that \ \ 2 
H,X, = (G,G,-, ... G,) Xi 
= (G,G,-, -.. Gi) Xi 
= G,X,. 
Thus the proof of (6) * (3) is completed. 
We now suppose that the equivalent conditions (l),..., (6) are satisfied. 
Clearly Gi (1 < i < n) are elementary abelian p-groups such that 
(Gi - 1) Xi = (G - 1) Xi, and so (G - 1) Xi is a K-subspace of V, because K 
is the prime field of characteristic p > 0. (a) and (c) are shown in the proofs 
of the implications (3) + (4) and (6) + (3), respectively. Hence (4.1) has just 
been proved. 
When G is an abelian p-subgroup of GL(V) generated by pseudo- 
reflections in GL(V), it is easy to show that V/V” is a trivial KG-module 
(i.e., G acts trivially on V/V”) (cf. [ 14, (2.2)]). Furthermore, in [ 141, we 
have proved 
THEOREM 4.2 [ 14 1. If G is an abelian p-subgroup of GL(V), then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) RG is a polynomial ring over K. 
(2) There is a K-basis ~Xi 1 1 < i < n} of V which satisfies 
CiJi,,KXi=pf orsomesubsetL~f{i~l<i<n}and~~=~~GX~~=~GI. 
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Instead of (2) of this theorem, the condition which corresponds to (3) of 
(4.1) has been used in [ 141, but the equivalence of these ~o~d~tio~s follows 
immediately from (4.1). 
The purpose of the rest of this paper is to extend (4.2) to the case where G 
is a p-group. 
We adopt the following notation and terminology: Let I denote the fixed 
index set {i / I < i < n }. For a representation G + GL(V) of any p-group G, 
we put V,(G) = p and inductively define Vi+,(G) = {X E V / D(X) = 
x mod Vi(G) for all 0 E G} (i E N). Clearly V,(G) & Y2(G) g e .. and V,(G) 
(i E N) are KG-submodules of V. Since G is unipotent on V, V;(G) = V for 
sufficiently large i. A K-basis (Xi / 1 < i < ni of V is defined to be G- 
triangular, if there are subsets Ij (I <j < n) of I with i!j] =j such that 
I, c I, c ~ ‘. c 1, = I and ali ei,, KX, (1 <j < n) are KG-submodules of V” 
oreover we say that a K-basis {Xi / I < i < n 1 of V is stroongly G-triangular 
if there are subsets Lj (1 <j < m,) of I such that @iE-ijKXi = Vj(G) 
(1 <j < m,), where m, = minji / Vi(G) = V). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. If G is a p-Sylow subgroup of GL(V), then any G- 
triangular K-basis {Xi / 1 < i < n} of V is strongly G-triangular. Especially in 
this case we have JJy==, /GX,/ = /G] an d so K[ Vj G is a polynomial ring over 
K (cf. (4.1)). 
For a p-group G and a KG-module V, we give four elementary lemmas as 
follows 
LEMMA 4.4. Let {Xi 1 1 < i < n} be a G-triangular K-basis of V and U a 
KG-s~bmodule of V satisfying U= OieL. KX, for a subset L of 4. Then: 
(1) iX,/iEL} is a G-trianglar K-basis of U. 
(2) %f { Yi 1 i E L} is a G-triangular K-basis of U, then { Yi / i E L} Y 
{Xi / i E Lc} is a G-triangular K-basis of V, where LC = I\L. 
ProoJ: et -I, c I, c ... c 1, = d be an ascending sequence of subsets dj 
of I with /lji = j such that @i,,jKXj (1 <j < n> G-submod~~es of 
Then CDi~~~~, KX,= Un @i,,jKXi (1 <j<n) are submodules of U. 
the other band OJieL KY, + QJiErj KX, = U+ OrErjKXi (1 <j < n> are KG- 
submodules of V. This lemma follows from these observations. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let G’ be a subgroup of G and regard V as a KG’-module 
in the natural way. Then, for each i E k, Vi(G) is a ~~‘-submod~l~ of 
VJG’). 
This can be shown by induction on i. 
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LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that {Xi 1 1 < i < n} is a strongly G-triangular K- 
basis of V. If a K-basis of { Yi 1 1 < i < n} of V satisfies (G - 1) Y, = 
(G - 1) Xi (1 < i < n), then { Yi 1 1 < i < n} is also strongly G-triangular. 
Proof { Yi 1 1 ,< i ,< n} is strongly G-triangular if and only if 
I{i E I / Yi E Vj(G)}I = dim Vj(G) 
for all j. Since (G - 1) Yi = (G - 1) Xi, Yi E Vj(G) if and only if Xi E Vj(G). 
Thus (4.6) is evident. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let {Xi I I < i < n} be a G-triangular K-basis of V and 
wpose fly=, lGX,l = (G/G,/ ( recall that G, is the stabilizer of G at the set 
V). Then, for any K-subspace W of V, we have ny=, I G’XiI = / G’/GhI, 
where G’ = G(V, W). 
Proof To prove this we may assume that G acts faithfully on V. Then, 
by (4. l), we can choose subgroups Gi (1 < i < n) of G such that GiXj = rXjl 
(i #j) and GiXi = GX,. For each 1 < i < n and CJ E G’, there is an element 
oi in Gi which satisfies a(Xi) = 0,(X,). Then we have (oi - 1) V= 
(ui- l)KX,=(a- l)KX,& W an so oi belongs to G’. This implies that d 
(G’ n Gi) Xi = {Xj} (i #j) and (G’ n Gi) Xi = G’X,. Because {Xi I 1 < i < n} 
is also a G-triangular K-basis of V, from (4.1) we get the equality 
n;=, IG’X,( = / G’). 
Our main result (1.4) is obtained as a corollary of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let G be a p-subgroup of GL(V). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) RG is a polynomial ring over K. 
(2) There exists a strongly G-triangular K-basis {Xi I 1 < i < n} of V 
which satisfies the equality JJF= 1 ) GXi / = 1 G I. 
Since (2)+ (1) h as already been shown in (4. l), we suppose that RG is a 
polynomial ring over K and will prove the assertion (2) by double induction 
on log, 1 GI and dim V in several steps (the proof shall be completed in the 
next section). If G is abelian, there is nothing to prove (cf. (4.2)) and so we 
assume that G is a non-abelian p-group. Moreover it should be noted that G 
is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V) (cf. (1.3)). 
Notation 4.9. Put m = min{i I Vi(G) = V) and W = V,,- ,(G), respec- 
tively (our assumption on G requires m > 2). We choose a K-subspace W’ of 
W such that dim W/W’ = 1, W’ Z? V,-,(G) and G( V, W’) # G, and put 
H = G(V, IV’). (The proof of existence of W’ is as follows: If G(V, 0) = G 
for any proper K-subspace D of W containing V,+,(G), then V,_ i(G) = V, 
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which is a contradiction.) Clearly W’ is a KG-submodule of W and 
polynomial ring over K (cf. (2.12)). 
LEMMA 4.10. Any element CJ of .9$(G)\H acts trivally on W. 
Pro& Let Z be an element of Y satisfying (a - 1) V = 
W = W’ 0 KZ and hence (5 acts trivially on w’. 
o(Z) = Z, since KZ is a-stable and p-groups do not have n 
characters over fields of characteristic p. Thus the action of D on 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let o be any element of G. Then there is an element t 
in H which satisfies 0 lw = 5 lw. 
ProojY ecause G is generated by pseudo-reflections and s normal in 
6: for some u E N, we can choose elements oi from “y(G) (1 <i<u) 
and z from H such that o = o’u~U-i .. . O, z (tvhere u may be 0). Then, by. 
(4.10), we have o lW = z lW. 
LEMMA 4.12. Yi(G)= V,(H)n W (l<i<m- I). 
ProoJ We show this by induction on i. If i = I, then the equality 
Y,(H) n W = VH f7 W = VG follows from (4.11). Thus we fix an index 
I < i<m - 1 and suppose Vi-,(H)fl W= VieI( Since Vi 
(cf. (4.5)) and Y/W . IS a trivial KG-module (i.e., G acts on V/W’ trivially), it 
suffices to show that (a - l)(V,(H) f? W) G VjP ,(H) for all o E G. For 
0 E G we can choose an element z from H such that o iW = r jIV (cf. (4.11)) 
and hence 
Thus the proof of this lemma is completed. 
COROLLARY ‘?.I 3. Let x be an element of Y,, _ i( ) such that G.x = 
Then x belongs to W. 
PP.OOJ? The assumption on orbit of x implies that (G - 1)x is contained 
in Y m-2(N). On the other hand, because V/W is a trivial KG-module, we 
have W 2 (G - 1) x, and so this corollary follows from (4.12). 
LEMMA 4.14. Suppose that an H-triangular K-basis {Z, / 1 < i < ~2) of Y 
satisfies the following conditions; 
(1) ye1 /HZ,I = lHl. 
(2) oiEr. KZ, = W~“b.r a subset L of L 
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Then there exists a strongly G-triangular K-basis {Q, 1 1 < i < n} of V such 
that JJ!zl IGQiI = /GI. 
Proof. W is a KG-submodule of V and, obviously, the polynomials 
are contained in K[ W]. By (4.1) and the condition (1) of (4.14) we can 
choose subgroups Hi (I < i< n) of H such that H,Zj= {Zj} (i #j) and 
HiZi=HZi. Let H’ be the stabilizer of H at the set {Zj IjE I\L}. Since 
{Zi I i E L} is an H-triangular K-basis of W (cf. (4.4)) and H, (i E L) are 
subgroups of H’, by (4.1) we get H’Zi = H,Z, = HZi (i E L) and 
nx 
(iEL) 
XEHZi 
Furthermore we must have 
because K[ WIH = K[ WIG (cf. (4.11)). Th’ is ring is a polynomial ring over K 
and therefore it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
I-I IGQiI = IG/GwI 
icL 
for some strongly G-triangular K-basis {Q, I i E L} of W. Clearly G = G,H’, 
since G, f? H’ = { 1) and / G/G,/ = I H’ I. The polynomials 
rIx (iEL) 
XEHZi 
belong to a regular system of homogeneous parameters of RH and so there 
are homogeneous polynomials fi (i E I\L) which satisfy 
RG=K 
[I 
n xliEL U{filiEI\L} 
XEHZi ! I 
=KIW]GIJliiI\L]. 
Then RGW is a polynomial ring over K (cf. (2.10)) and we can apply (4.2) to 
the abelian group G,. There is a subset {Q, / i E I\L} of V such that 
{Qi / 1 < i < n} is a K-basis of V and 
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Exchanging {Q, j i E I\L 1, we may assume that eat 
linear combination of Zj (j E I\L>. Because 
GEJ-\Lh {Q’ill <iG ) IZ is a K-basis of V as desire 
LEMMA 4.15. Suppose that a proper K~-s~b~od~~e U of V satis~~s the 
folbwing ~o~ditjons~ 
(1) W is contained ipz lJ* 
(23 G is a polynomial ring over K [ U] ‘. 
(3) There is an H-triangular K-basis {Zi 1 1 < i < n 1 qf V such 
and @f,, KZ, = U for some s E I. 
r a strongly G-triangular K-basis { Qi 1 % < i ,< yE } of V. 
ProoJ It follows from (2.6) and the condition (2) of this lemma that 
K[U]” is a polynomial ring over K. Using the induction hypothesis, we find 
a strongly G-triangular K-basis {X’, 1 B < i < s of u satisfying 
/ GXi / = 1 G/G, 1. On the other hand we see that i= G(W> W’>jLV (cf. 
~;JG(U, W’)Xil = lG(U, W’)/G(W ‘)Lrlq and hence 
nf=, /HXii = /H/H,/. Since 
(cf. (2.10) and (4.11)), we have flF=,+r jHZ,/ j and consequently 
;=,+1 /HZ,/ = lHj. Obviously {XI ,... ,X$, Zsti ,..., Z,] is 
triangular on V (cf. (4.4)) and a subset of {Xi 1 1 < i < s) is a K-basis of WY 
because hi2 W and {Xi 1 I < i < s} is strongly ~-triangular on CJ. Thus this 
lemma follows immediately from (4.14). 
5. UNIPOTENT GROUPS, II (CONSTRUCTION OF U) 
This section is devoted to the construction of the KG-module W stated i?; 
(4.15). 
Since H is a proper subgroup of G and RH is a polynomial ring over X, 
we can apply the induction hypothesis to H. The assumption on G requires 
that is non-trivial. 
Notation 5. I. Let {Xi / 1 < i < n) be a strongly H-triangular K-basis of 
Y satisfyying the equality ny=r 1 HX,/ = lH1 (existence of {Xi 1 I < 
follows from the induction hypothesis). Put t(i) = log, / 
.i = max{t(i) 1 1 < i < n) and 
gi= n x (1 < i < n). 
XEHXi 
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Wsing (4.1) we can define homogeneous polynomials g, (1 < i < n; 
O<j<t(i)- 1) in K[(H- l)Xi] ( recall that (H- l)Xi is a K-subspace of 
V) and subgroups Hi (1 < i < n) of H such that 
t(i) - 1 
gi = x$+(i) + j=. gijxf, c 
HiXj = {Xj} (i #j) and HiXi = HXi. (Of course RH = K[ g, ,..., g,].) Because 
H is non-trivial, the set {i E I / t(i) < t} is non-empty. Exchanging the indices 
of Xi, we assume {i / 1 < i < d} = {i E I ] t(i) < t} for some d E I and put 
D = {i ] 1 Q i < d}, DC = I\D and M = @t= i KX,. Moreover set 
J= (iEII V,,-,(II)~X,}, F=I\Jand s=dim(W+ OiSPKXi)-dim W. 
If s 2 1, let j, be the smallest integer in {i E p j W $ Xi} which satisfies 
t(j,) = min{t(i) ( i E J’, W 3 Xi}. For 1 < i < s, ji+ i is inductively defined to 
be the smallest integer in {k E F / W + @k=i KXj, 33 X,} such that 
t(ji+,)=min{t(k)]kEp, W-t- @L=,KXju53Xk}.Furtherweput 
i” 
if s=O 
J= _ 
( JU {j, ,...,j,} otherwise. 
Then {Xi mod W 1 i E J\.?} and {Xi mod W 1 i E J} are K-bases of 
V,-,(H)/W and V/W, respectively. Let aij (i e 1;jE J) be elements in K 
defined to satisfy 
xj - c aijxj E w. 
jEJ 
Remark 5.2. It follows from the choice of a K-basis {Xj mod W Ij E J} 
of V/W that ti > tj for i E I and j E J with aij # 0. Clearly if i E: 1\J and 
aij # 0, then j E J\x The sets {Xi - CjeJ aijXj ] i E I\J}, {Xi - cj,, aijXj / 
iED\J}, {XimodMn WI iEDnJ}, {Xi1 iEDnJ}U {Xi-CjeJaijXj 
I iED\ and {Xi - ZjeJ rJ J a..X. I i E I\J} U {Xi / i E D n J} are, respec- 
tively, K-bases of W, Wn M, M/M f3 W, M and M + W. Furthermore 
(R W)” and (R(M + W))” are, respectively, generated by 
{ gi - CjEJ aij g;f(+tG) I i E I\J} and { gi - cj,, ai,i @‘(i)mLu) / i E I\J} U { gi 1 
i E D f’ Z} as ideals of RH. 
LEMMA 5.3. For u,vEI, (H-l)X,=(H-1)X, if and only if 
t(u) = t(u) and g, = g, (0 <j < t(u) = t(v)). 
Proof: Let Z be a variable and put 
h,(Z) = n (Z +x) (1 <i<rzn) 
XC@- 1)Xj 
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which are regarded as polynomials of Z with coefficients in 
/z&Xi) =. gi, and h,(Z) = h,(Z) if and only if (H - 1) X, = (A? - 1) 
[Z] is a unique factorization domain and, for x E , Z $ x is irreducible in 
[Z]. Thus this lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. M is a KH-submodule of V and acts triviaEIy opz 
ProoJY Fix any u E I and let o be an element * Since {Xii 1 <i<n} 
is ~-tr~angn~ar, (a - 1)X, belongs to Oi KX,. Suppose that 
29 (0 - GL. Then OiEl\fu,vl KX,P(o-l)XU for some d<v<i? with 
v. Clearly it follows from the definition of { ii l<i<n} that 
cr(XW)] = ]N,X, / =p’. Using the maximality of t in i)] I<i<n), we 
see that XU E HXU = N, a(X,), and hence ro(X,) = X, for some r E f-I,. This 
requires 0(X,) = C ‘(X,) = X,, which is a contradiction, Thus this lemma is 
proved. 
COROLLARY 5.5. H= G(V,Mr? W’). 
ProoJ Since V/M is a trivial KH-module, H is contained in G(V, lW), 
and so H= G(v,Mn W’). 
LEMMA 5.6. Let {hi 1 1 < i < n} be any regular system of ~ornoge~e~u~ 
parameters of R* (recall that a regular system of homogeneous parameters 
of a noetkerian graded polynomial algebra over a field is de3tied to be a 
system of homogeneous parameters which generates the homogeneous 
maximal ideal). Then 
(RM)H = c RHhi 
icL 
=K[h,IiEL], whereL={iEI/deghi<p’}. 
y (5.4) and the definition of gi, w 
nd so it follows from (2.6) that K] 
)” = (glYS..,gd) RH. This implies also that K 
ence the assertion of (5.6) is obvious. 
EEMMA 5.7. M is a KG-submodule of V. 
ProoJ Since g, E K[ W] and A4 is a K~-submodule of V, using (4.11 )3 
we see that Ggij = Hgij c KIM] (I < i < d). On the other hand it follows 
from deg gi <p’ (1 < i < d) that K[ g, ,...> gd] is a G/H-stable subset of 
ww = K[ g, )...9 g,]. Therefore, for 1 < i < d and (s E 6, o(Xjj belongs to M, 
because 
a( gi) z o(XJp’“’ mod 
and a(gi) E (gr ?~.~, gd) R S RM. 
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LEMMA 5.8. RG is a polynomial ring over KIMIG and, in particular, 
KIM]” is a polynomial ring over K. Moreover KIMIG is generated by some 
homogeneous polynomials of degree not exceeding pt as a K-algebra. 
ProoJ Put G’ = G(V, M). Clearly RG’ is a polynomial ring over K (cf. 
(2.12)) and we have H = G’( V, M n IV’), since V/M is a trivial KH-module. 
Consequently RG’/(R(M n W’))“’ is a polynomial ring and the equalities 
RGf/(R(M n W’))“’ = (RH/(R(M n MJ”))~)“‘~ and RH(R(M n W’))“’ = 
(R(M n W’))” hold (cf. (2.13)). Let us consider the commutative diagram 
0- (R(Mn W’))“+ (RM)H - (RM)H/(R(M n W’))” - 0 
O- (R(Mn W’))“--+ R H --+ RH/(R(Mn W’))” + 0 
of KG//H-modules with exact rows. From this we get the commutative 
diagram 
O+ H’(G’/H, (R(Mn W’))“) b H’(G’/H, RH) 
H’(G’/H, (RM)“) 
of cohomology groups with an exact row. Thus we must have 
((RM)H/(R (Mn W’))H)G”H = (RM)“/(R(Mn W’))“‘. Since (R (M n W’))” 
is generated by a part of a regular system of homogeneous parameters of RH 
(cf. (2.13)), it follows from (5.6) that (R(Mn W’))” is generated by some 
homogeneous polynomials of degree not exceeding p’ - 1, which requires 
that (R(Mn W’))“’ is also generated by some homogeneous polynomials of 
degree not exceeding pf - 1 as an ideal of R”. Let o: R + K( V/M n W’ ] be 
the canonical K-algebra homomorphism which commutes with the natural 
action of G on R and K[V/M n W’]. Then p(R) is a G-stable graded 
K-subalgebra of K[ V/M n W’]. We obtain q(RG’) = v(R~)~“~, 
~I((RM)~‘) = v((RM)~)~“~ and Ker v, n (RM)G’ = (R(M f7 W’))“‘, using 
the equalities R”/(R(M f? W’))“’ = (RH/(R(M n W’))H)G”H and ((RM)H/ 
(R(M n W’))H)G”H = (RM)“/(R(M n W’))“‘. (Of course q(RG’) and 
q(RH) are graded polynomial subalgebras of K[V/Mn W’] (cf. (2.13)).) 
Therefore (RM)” is generated by graded elements of degree not exceeding pf 
as an ideal of RG’ if and only if ~I((RM)~)~“~ is so as an ideal of 
(D(R~)~“~ = q$RG’) (c,K[ v/M n W’]). Assume that these equivalent 
conditions are not satisfied. Let b be the ideal of q(RH) generated by the set 
consisting of all homogeneous polynomials of degree <p’ in ~Y((RM)~)“‘~. 
Then, since p(R”)““” is a polynomial ring over K and P((RM)“)“‘~ is 
minimally generated by a part of a regular system of homogeneous 
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parameters of fj~(R”)~“~ as an ideal, Krull’s altitude theorem and our 
assnmpt~o~ imply 
ht(b) < ht(q(((RM)“)“““)) 
The set {v(gJ 1 1 < i< n} generates v(RH) as a dt;- bra and so there is a 
subset L of I which satisfies that (yl(gj) 1 i E L) regular system of 
homogeneous parameters of q(RH). The is generated by 
{p(g,) / i E L, t(i) < t} as an ideal of p(RN) (cf. (5 because the degree of 
each element of a minimal system of bomogen~o~s generators of the ideai 
n IV))” does not exceed pf - 1. Furthermore {p(Xi) / 
L, t(i) < t] are K-bases of V/Mn W’ and M/&In 
course dim M n W/M n W’ is equal to 0 or 1. If 
IT W’, then G’ = H and so q((R 
{~I(XJ~‘(~’ 1 i E L, t(i) < t), which is a 
on-zero element y from n W/Mn w’ and let yi be elements 
of 4il which satisfy 
Y= 
iEii.L<tJ yiYJil(xi)* 
Put ZE = ~ax{t(~) /yi # 0) and choose ZJ from L such that C(V) = ti and y, # 0. 
Then the set { y”“) U {v)(XJ~~~” ) i EL, t(i) < 2, if u} rn~~~rna~~y generates 
~((R~)~) as an ideal of q(R”), because 
Putting 
we define the ideal a of c,cI(R~)“‘~ generated by { y”“] U (Fi / i E L, t(i) < t, 
if v). Since (G’/H - 1) C&T,> E Ky and K is the prime field, for each i E I, 
deg Fi is equal to p’“‘+ ’ or J+(‘), and hence a is contained in b. However 
for i E L with t(i) < t, because Fi = (p(XijpCCi) or
Pi z qo(i)pf(i)il mod p(RH)yp”. 
This implies that v$@?$ = CJI((RM)~). Therefore ht(a) = ht(&@?$) = 
bt(~((R~)~)), which conflicts with the inequalities 
ht(a) < ht(b) 
< ht(q@M)H)G”H) = ht(cp( 
Thus the ideal (RM)G’ is generated by some homogeneous polynomials of 
degree not exceeding pt. Since (RiLQG’ = R”‘(RM)’ (cf. (2.13)), using (2) of 
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(2.2), we see that (KM)’ is also generated by homogeneous polynomials of 
degree :.<p’ as an ideal of RG. According to (2.13) and (5.7), any minimal 
system of homogeneous generators of the ideal (RM)’ is contained in a 
regular system of homogeneous parameters of RG. On the other hand all 
homogeneous polynomials in (RM)’ of degree <p’ belong to K[M], because 
(RMJH = (sl,..., gd) R” and (Rj)H & KIM] for j <pt. Hence, by (2.6), we 
conclude that K[M]’ is a polynomial ring over K generated by homogeneous 
polynomials of degree not exceeding pt and RG is also a polynomial ring 
over K[M]‘. The proof of (5.8) is completed. 
Notation 5.9. Using our induction hypothesis, we define a strongly G- 
triangular K-basis {Yi ) 1 < i < d} of M such that flfE1 (GY,] = /G/G,/. 
Since M is a KG-submodule of V and { Yi / 1 < i < d} is strongly G- 
triangular, we may assume that { Yi 1 1 Q i < d’ 1 is a K-basis of W fl ii4 for 
some d’ E D. 
Remark 5.10. It follows from (2.14), (4.7) and (5.8) that JJy= i ]HY,\ = 
]H/H,,l. On the other hand, by (4.1), we get nrzdtl jHX,] = IHJ, and 
hence {Y, ,..., Yd,Xd+i ,..., X,} is an H-triangular K-basis of V (cf. (4.4)) 
satisfying ny=i ]HY,] . nlzd+, 1 HX,] = ]H]. 
COROLLARY 5.11. If W is contained in M, then JJzl lGQij = (G/ for a 
strongly G-triangular K-basis { Qi 1 1 < i < n} of V. 
ProbJ By (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) we can apply (4.13) to U=M. 
LEMMA 5.12. Suppose that A4 + W = V. Then there is a strongly G- 
triangular K-basis {Qi ( 1 < i < n} of V satisfying nr= 1 I GQil =*I GI. 
ProoJ First we note that the assumption of (5.12) implies 
(V/Mn W)” = V/Mn W, since any element in $(G)\H acts trivially on 
W and V/M is a trivial KH-module (cf. (4.10) and (5.4)). Hence, because G 
is not abelian, the stabilizer G,,, of G at M n W is a proper subgroup of 
G. Obviously the polynomials 
(1 < i < d’) 
xeGYi 
belong to K[Mn WI”, and K[M] ’ is a polynomial ring over K[M n WIG 
(cf. (2.6)), which implies that RG is also a polynomial ring over K[M n W]” 
(cf. (5.8)). Thus RGMnw is a polynomial ring over K (cf. (2.10)) and, by our 
induction hypothesis, we have nL1 ] G,,,Z,/ = / GM,,1 for a strongly 
-triangular K-basis (2. / 1 < i < n} of V. Here we may assume Z. = Y. 
?zy< d’). Put Yi = Xi (d ‘< i < n) and choose subgroups A i (1 < i <’ n) ok 
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such that AiYj== {Yj} (ifj; 1 <j<n) and A,Yi= Yi (hr existence of 
{Ai}, see (4.1)). Exchanging Zi (d’ < i < n), we assume 
zj = Yj + \i L zij Yj (d’ < i,<n> 
js(kld’<k<n,k#il 
for some zi,i ~3 K. Since Mf? W= 0:: 1 KY, is a 
{Y; j 1 < i < n) is H-triangular, by (4. I) and (4.4) 
where 19’ and IF’ are generated by the sets UrCd,+ 1 Aj an 
tively. So HZ, (8 < i < n) are contained in GMnwZi. 
Ku-1 Y-&l and KG = K[M]’ [fd+ 1 ,...&I for 
poIyn~mials & (1 < i < n) with deg f, <p’ (1 < i < d). 
KWj Ifd+ I ,..., s”,] (cf. (2.10)). Because V= W + Of=“=,,+ 1 K& and 
(a - 1) Yi = 0 (I < i ,< d) for all 0 E G,, V/W’ is a triviai KG, - module 
and G, is a subgroup of H. Hence R’VJ contains K[ g, ,..,’ g,] as a graded 
s~ba~geb and it follows from (2.5) that degfj <<p’ (d < i< n)~ Conse- 
Cp2ntly ’ is generated by homogeneous polynomiais of degree not 
exceeding p’ as a K-algebra. Since RG is a subalgebra of 
1p G~Ww = K n xJl<i<rr 
X~G,MflWZ, 
we get the inequalities /G hfnwZil <pi (1 < i < n)~ On the other band / 
.I> =p’ (d <j < n), and therefore 
because Ai C= C,W,,,V and Zi & @k+i KY, fo (4.10) we easily 
show that ~PV (G)\G,,, is a subset of G,,,Z, = GZ, 
(d < d < n), since G is generated by pseudo-refiections in GIL(V) and G,$,,, 
is normal in G. Moreover (H - 1) Zi = (H - 2) Yj for all d < i < n. It 
follows from the choice of {Xi j 1 < i < n) (cf. (5.1) and (5.2)) and the 
W+M that Yi (d<i<n) belong to Vm-,( 
) (d<i<n). By (4.12) we see that ZiE W (d<i<n) and, 
{Z,jl<i<d’}U{Zj/d<i<n} is a K-basis of W. Then 
(5.12) is derived from (4.14). 
Since (4.8) has been sown shown in the case where M 3 W or 
M + W = V, hereafter we assume that M & W and M ‘r W is a proper K- 
subspace of V. 
Notation 5.13. Let w be an element of V satisfying W = W’ @ Kw. Put 
ia, 9 02 >.*., ok} = P,(C;,,)\H and define elements b, of (1 ,< i < k; 
1 <j < n) such that (ui - 1) Xj = b,w mod W’. Furthermore each wi E W 
(I< i < k) is defined to satisfy wi = w mod W’ and (a, - 
be the matrix (b,l I <i<k, jE (uEDrflJjXuE F’m--l( 
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PROPOSITION 5.14. rankE=]{iEDCnJ]XiE V,_,(H)}]. 
The proof of this proposition, which is complicated, shall be given in the 
last part of this section. 
LEMMA 5.15. We have (H- 1)X(= (H- l)Xjfir all iEDCnJc and 
j E DC f7 J such that aij f 0, where J” = I\J (for definition of aij and J, see 
(5-l)). 
Proof. By (RH/(R W’)H)G’H =R’/(RW’)’ (cf. (2.13)) we have 
(R wG/(R Wr)G = ((R FQH/(R W’)H)G’H. Since the monogene IF-module 
CR WHIP W’Y is stable under the action of a p-group G/H, 
(R W)” = (R W’)H + RHg for some g E (R W)‘. Then 
RH(R W)” = (R W)” 
= c RH (pi - c aij gj-“) 
ie.lc jd 
(cf. (2.13) and (5.2)) and, by (3) of (2.2), we can choose a minimal system 
{fi ( i E Jc} of generators of the ideal (RW)G of RG which satisfies 
Jr;. = gi - 2 Qij gjp*(i)-tu) + 2 Fi, g, - c aij g;f’u’-‘ti’ 
jcl u~luWClt(u)<t(i)) jsJ 
for some homogeneous polynomials Fi, in RH. Putting 
J =f. - gi + c aij g$-~), 
.iaJ 
for all i E J”, we see that Ji E K(MIH and hence crj(x) =Ji (1 <j < k). Then, 
because 
(0 =)(oj - l)fi = (Oj - 1) gi - 2 ai,((oj - 1) gU)pL(i)-‘(U) 
UEJ 
and oj acts trivially on W (cf. (4.10)) we obtain a system of equations 
for i E DC n J’ and 1 <j < k (recall g,, E K[ W] and K = lFp). Since each wj 
is transcendental over K[ W’] and g,, E K[ W’], we may regard r,vi 
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(1 <j < k) as a common variable w in the above system, and this system 
and (5.14) imply 
f-l f-l 
wP’ + C giuWpu = Wp’ + C .Efju wpu 
Ii=0 u=O 
for i E DC n Jc and j E DC n J such that aij # 0. Thus the assertion of (5.15) 
foliows from (5.3). 
COROLLARY 5.16. Put 
i 
Xi- 2 aijXj 1y iEDCnJc 
zi = jsDvLl 
xi otherwise ,c‘ 
where J” = I\J. Then {Zi 1 1 < i < n} is a strong& ~-t~~~ng~la~ K-basis of V 
such that ~==,jHZiI=/H~anei{Zi(iEDUJc~isaM-basis~~ 
ProoJ By (4.6) and (5.15) we see that {Z, / 1 < i < n} is a strongly H- 
triangular K-basis of V, and moreover JJr= 1 /HZ, j = nr= 1 / pdx, / = lpi/, Of 
course (Zi / i E D U Jc} generates the vector space M + W (cf. (5.1) and 
P-2)). 
roof of (4.8). For i E DC n J’, put 
Zi=Xi - C aijXj 
jcDcnJ 
arid 
where Jc = B\L Furthermore, for i E D ~7 .B’, we set 
hi = gi - c aij gp’(i)mtli), 
jcJ 
Then (R H is generated by {hi j i E Jc} as an ideal of R”, because 
i 
p’(i) 
hi= Xi- c aijXj 
jeJ 
=OmodRW 
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and K[g,,...,g, ] = K[h, ( i E Jc] [ gi 1 i E J]. Recall that (R w>” = RH(R IV)” 
and (I7 IV)” is minimally generated by a subset {fi 1 i E Jc} of a regular 
system of homogeneous parameters of RG. Since 
by (3) of (2.2) we may assume that 
fi=hi+ ‘JJ F,h, (i E Jc) 
je(ueJcldegh,<deghil 
for some homogeneous polynomials F, of RN. Clearly hi E K[M + W] 
(i E J’), and F, E KIMIH because deg F, < deg hi =pf. Thus fi (i E J’) are 
polynomials in K[M + W]. Since K[M]’ 2 @~I~O’ (Ri)‘, (K[M] 
(Mn w))” = (RW)’ ~-IK[M]~ and K[M]G/(K[M](Mn W))” is a 
polynomial ring over K which is generated by homogeneous polynomials of 
degree <p’ (cf. (5.8)), and (R’(K[M] M)’ + (R W)‘)/(R W)” is generated 
by canonical images of dim M/Mn W homogeneous polynomials which are 
members of a regular system of homogeneous parameters of RG/(R W)” as 
an ideal of RG/(R w>“. Hence R’(K[M] M)’ + (R IV)” is a prime ideal of 
height dim W + dim M/A4 n W in RG and we have R ‘(K[M] &I)’ + 
(RWG = (R&f + W>>‘, which implies that (R(M + IV))” is generated by 
some homogeneous polynomials in K[Mf W]. Because (R(M + W))” is 
generated by a subset of a regular system of homogeneous parameters of RG 
(cf. (2.13)), by (2.6) we conclude that RG is a polynomial ring over 
K[M + WI”. Then U= A4 + W is a proper KG-submodule of V which 
satisfies the conditions of (4.15) (cf. (5.16)) and therefore (4.8) follows 
immediately from (4.15). 
Finally, we will prove (5.14) in several steps: Put L = {i E DC nJ / 
Xi E V,-,(H)} and assume that the assertion of (5.14) is false, i.e., 
rank E < IL ]. Let L’ be a subset of L such that IL’1 = rank E and 
rank(bij 1 1 < i < k, j E L’) = IL’/. We choose elements cjU from K which 
satisfy 
C”i - ‘) (l<i<k) 
for j E L\L’. Then oi (1 < i < k) act trivially on K(Xj - CUEL, cj,X,) 
(j E L\L’), since ui are pseudo-reflections. Put 
4 - C cjuxu if jEL\L’ 
zj = UEL’ 
4 otherwise, 
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and let T be the K-subspace M @ @jEL,L, KZj sf V. e prepare four 
lemmas for the proof of (5.14). 
~EiMMA 5.17. T is a KG-submodule OJ Vs 
Proof: Since ai = Zj (j E L\L’) and V/M is a trivial AX-madule, T 
is a KG,I~-submsdule of V. Recall that G is generated by ~SeudQ-re~ect~~~s 
in GE( r/> and 6, is normal in 6. Then, for any element cr of G\ G,, we can 
choose ri from .$,(G)\G, and r E G,W such that r1 r2 . . . r,t = a. Clearly 
(o- l)ZifM (~EL\L’), b ecause each ri acts trivially on 
this lemma follows. 
EEMMA 5.18. (H- l)Xj=(H- 1)X,, holds for jEL\L’ and uEL’ 
such that c,iu f 0. 
BrooJ: We fix an index j of L‘\L’ and observe 
(~~~f/(~(~n W’))N”)G”‘“~“=RG.~~/(R(Mn W’>>“+f (cf. (2.13) and (5.5)). 
Since ai (1 < i < k) act trivially on K[ W] and g,,, E KjMn IV’], we see that 
and SO gj - cUEL, cjU g, mod (R(Mf? W’))“~ is contained in 
n W’))G~W. Let us choose a homogeneous polynomialfj from G‘ ,I 
fj- gj- c cj,g,mod (R(MfT 
UEL’ 
On the other hand all homogeneous elements of degree pf in 
(=RH,$Wn W’)) belong to K[M], because RN%, =K[M]j 
(2.10)) and deg gi =pf’ (d < i < n). Therefore gj - C,,,, 
C5i- l)(gj-CuczLs cjU g,) = 0 (I < i < k) are reduced to the system 
of equations. Since g,, E K[ W’] and each wi is transcendental over K[ WI], 
we may regard wi (1 ,< i ,< k) as a common variable w in the above system, 
48:/85/z-3 
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Then, recalling the definition of L’, we derive from this system the equalities 
t-1 t-1 
wp' + c gjl, wpo = wP' + 2 g,, wP" 
U=O u=o 
for u EL’ such that cju # 0. Thus (5.18) follows from (5.3). 
LEMMA 5.19. K [ T]’ is a polynomial ring over K which is generated by 
homogeneous polynomials of degree not exceeding p’. 
ProoJ: For all 1 < i < n, we put 
(4.6) and (5.18) imply that {Xi(iEI, i&L\L’jU{Zi/iEL\L’} is a 
strongly H-triangular K-basis of VT satisfying lH,Z,( = (HMXiI = /HX,( =p’ 
(i E L\L’) and hence we have K[h, ,..., h,] = KIM] [h,, 1 ,..., h,] = RWM = 
KWI [g,+ 1 ,..., g,l. Since GM is generated by pseudo-reflections in GL(V) 
and HM is normal in G,, we can show HiMZi = G,Zi (i E L\L’). Therefore 
h, (i E L\L’) are members of a regular system of homogeneous parameters 
of RGM (cf. (2.4)). On the other hand RGM = K[M][f,+,,...,f,] for some 
homogeneous polynomialsfi in RG (cf. (2.10) and (5.8)). Using (2.5) and (3) 
of (2.2), we may assume that fi = hi + Fi (i E L\L’), where Fi are 
homogeneous polynomials in K[M]. Then A (i E L\L’) belong to K[T] and 
we have RG 2 K[T]‘[J;: / i E D”\(L\L’)] 2 K[M]G[fd+,,...,fn] 1 RG. Hence 
K[T]’ is a polynomial ring over K such that KITIG = K[M]“[f, [ i E L \L’] 
(cf. (2.6)). The second assertion of (5.19) follows immediately from this 
equality and (5.8). 
LEMMA 5.20. Tn W=Mn W. 
ProoJ Let y = CFzr y,Z, be any element of Tn W where yi E K. 
Clearlyyi=O(d<i~n)ifi~L\L’and,since{ZimodMnW/iEDnJ} 
is a K-basis of M/Mn W, we have 
for some Fi E K. Then 
isg., yixi +z,, Yixi- jz, cis,, Yici.i) xj E W 
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and it fdsws from the choice of J (ct (5.1) and (5.2)) that ~7~ = C 
(i E CT J) and yj = 0 (i E k \L’). Thus this lemma is proved. 
Naw let us complete the proof of (5.14). (5.17), (5,19) an 
that T is a proper KG-submodule of V such that K[T]’ is a 
over K (recall MS W). Using our induction ~~7~o~~esis~ we get a strongiy 
G-triangdar -basis { Qi j i E D u (I, \L’)) of T which satisfies 
yzI ICQii ’ cL\.r,’ /6-Qjl = I G/C,1 ( w h ere G, is the stabilizer of G a; T), 
the set assertion of (5.19) we see that j GQiI <p’ for afi 
iEDc(L\\L’). Since {.Z(iEDU(L\L’)j is a K-basis of T3 we may 
n adume 
Qi @ MC0 Oj~(L\L’)~i) KFj 
for i & I. \L’. Then it foilows from (5.18) that 
for i E k\L’, acd hence GQi=HQi and (H-l)&=(H-i)Xi 
(i E L\L’). Thus we infer Qi E V,_,(H) (i E k\L’), and furthermore 
i E W (i E L\L’) follow from (4.12). However i (iEL\E’) are not 
which conflicts with (5.20) So the proof of (5.14) is coi11- 
pleted. 
Notes added in proo$ (1) The author’s further classification with respect to Problem i. I 
shall be published elsewhere. (2) There are counter-examp!es FO Kac’s conjectm-e (on 
Problem 1.1) which was stated in his paper (with K. Watanabe: Finite linear groups whose 
ring of invariants is a complete intersection, Bull. Amer. Math. Sac. 6 (1982), D-223). The 
author is grateful to Professor V. Kac for giving us his letter (Feb. 1982) containing the above 
conjecture. 
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